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‘Hunton’] The extreme North East tip of The Parish looking NW over ‘Arrow Vale’. [‘Strangworth’
A new year and I’ve turned my attention to comparing notes on the flora and fauna observed
in the Parish in 2012/13 (Fishpool studies and professional ecologists’ visits), 2017
(Country Diary) and 2018 (Country Diary). In summary, the tree and shrub diversity has not
changed much and neither has the bird population, except for the aquatic birds which have
largely disappeared, probably due to the silting up of the Pool and to the weather extremes
in 2018. The wild-flower range also seems to be reduced, perhaps for similar reasons. Most
striking, however, is the reduction in numbers and types of mammals and among insects,
especially butterflies and moths, which is almost certainly due to last year’s prolonged
winter followed by a hot dry summer, as noted by the National Trust and mentioned in
December. So it is really important to our understanding of Lyonshall’s continuing natural
history that we make a note of whatever we see, whether rare or commonplace, to establish
what is still around and, of course, what could be under threat in the future. Please keep
your contributions coming in.

“Where”, “When” and all the Other Questions
For the last two years the most important questions implicitly asked by the Lyonshall
Country Diary were Where? and When?. `Where’ is, obviously, in the Parish of Lyonshall – all
5,000 acres (2,000 hectares) of it – plus half a mile or so round the perimeter because
wildlife is no respecter of parish boundaries! `When’ is, equally obviously, within the month
in which the bird or beetle, frog or flower, was seen or heard, so that we can both build a
record and make a comparison with previous years. (Note that occasionally we have also
been able to contribute to The Woodland Trust’s national log of “first sightings” of specific
plants and animals – see their easy to use website for their ‘Natures Calendar’ lists.) These
questions remain fundamental to the “Country Diary”.
However, over the past two years I have been made increasingly aware of the other
questions of natural history – What?, Why?, Which?, Who? and How? Sometimes I’ve asked
the question and it has been answered, either by a professional or by an expert amateur;
sometimes I’ve found the answer in reference books or through the Internet; quite often I’ve
let the question buzz round in my brain until it got forgotten. So in the belief (hopefully
correct) that many of Lyonshall’s Country Diary readers may be interested in more than just
lists, I’ll be asking more questions in 2019 issues.

Flora
Shrubs and Smaller Plants
We are probably more conscious of climate and weather in relation to plants than we are in
relation to animals. More details of the January 2019 Lyonshall weather later, but here is a
summary of the effect on local wild and garden plants.

“January brings the snow,
Makes your feet and fingers glow”
(Sara Coleridge [1802-52] Poet & Author. See also Michael Flanders [of ‘Flanders and Swann’] c.1975)

January “cut it fine” this year. The first significant frosts and snow of the winter arrived at
the very end of the month (just in time for me to include a few “footprints in snow” pictures
later in this Diary). Before then the month was mild and dry and the result was a plethora of
flowers – some seasonal or a little early, some late for last year or very early for this. Bulbs
were putting up leaves everywhere – Snowdrops [8th January ], of course, but even Bluebells,
Daffodils and Tulips! It was the range of plants actually coming into flower that was so
cheering. The following photos were all taken this month in and around Lyonshall Village:

Camelias.

Winter Jasmine.

Snowdrops.

Periwinkle.

Japonica.

Viburnum.

Pineapple Sage.
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Remembering last year’s destructive frosts and snow, when these came I feared for the
garden. However the bulbs didn’t apparently suffer one little bit and the plants that were
affected seem to have mostly sprung back to life within two days. Nevertheless I shall delay
outdoor planting until February, at least, is over.....
Sadly, the huge bank of Snowdrops below the Church is not quite so outstanding this year
as previously, possibly due to the dryness of the last few months – “You can’t win them all”!
And the shrubs led to my first “What?” and “Why?” question of the year:
Scent in plants – What is it and Why is it? The “What?” is relatively easy – “a complex mixture
of low-molecular-weight compounds emitted by flowers into the atmosphere” (Scientific

American, 2005) - but the “Why?” is much more difficult to understand. The purpose of
scent is to attract pollinators, mainly insects, and in spring and summer that is obvious.
Every flower fragrance is different. Specific scents attract specific insects – bees and flies
like sweet scents whereas beetles prefer musty or spicy ones, according to Scientific

American again. But what pollinators survive in an English January?

There are four shrubs in my garden which regularly flower in mid-winter and are doing so
now and which all carry scents – a Winter Honeysuckle (Lonicera), a Christmas Box

(Sarcococca), Wych Hazels (Hamamelis) and a Mahonia. (Other varieties of Mahonia, also in
flower now, are unscented). The flowers of the first two are small, white and insignificant
but their perfume is very strong, far-reaching and sweet; the flowers of the second two are
more notable but not spectacular. However I haven’t seen a single insect visiting any of
them – not so much as a gnat, let alone bees and flies. There are no flying insects around
here at this time of year and very few crawling ones. Scent is clearly irrelevant to wind
pollination, birds have no sense of smell and I would surely have noticed if these shrubs
were being visited by bats, so what is the purpose of the perfume -- welcome though it is?
Trees
Mature trees are one of the principal joys of rural England, especially our “native” trees.
Much as I value my garden “ornamentals” and fruit trees, they are no substitute for the
woods and coppices which have grown up in the countryside, often untended, for centuries
and which are both interesting and sometimes magnificent in their own right and which are
also the habitats of a huge range of animals and host to fungi, moss and lichens. We are
fortunate in Lyonshall to have several areas of scheduled Ancient Woodland (which can be
identified on Herefordshire Council S.E.A. maps) even though only one of these, Lyonshall
Park Wood, has public access. Lyonshall also has quite a large number of individual Ancient
and Veteran trees registered with The Woodland Trust (and more in the pipeline). Since July
of last year these should all enjoy better protection under the revised National Planning

“...development resulting in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats such as ancient woodland should be refused, unless
there are wholly exceptional reasons.”
Policy Framework (NPPF) which states that

One of the finest of our individual trees is a mature ‘English’ Oak, first shown in the
December 2018 issue, which our Parish Councillor Isobel Hutton is photographing on a
monthly basis throughout the year. The January photograph is given below and more details
as to its location can be found in an Attachment to this issue of the Country Diary 2019.

“Isobel’s Oak” in ‘Parson’s Plock’ - January.
Another answer to another “What?” question:
Further to the December issue of Country Diary in which I mentioned the findings to date
about our mysterious lumpy-trunked Bird Cherry, I am delighted to report that our ‘Parish
Tree Warden’, David Griffith, has had a response to the sample and photographs which he
sent to the Forestry Commission laboratory. I cannot improve on a direct quotation:

“Thank you for the very interesting sample of Prunus padus with knobbles on the
trunk. Dissection of the lumps revealed a bud initial beneath the bark which was
located in the centre of the growth. I believe that the lumps are most likely to be
‘sphaeroblasts’, growths that form on trunks where bud initials develop but do not
continue to grow. The tree however continues to lay down wood which builds up
into a ball-like projection. Root initials are more common than shoot initials as the
buds associated with ‘sphaeroblasts’.”

Knobbles” on cherry tree

& sample sent by David Griffith.

The causes of ‘sphaeroblast’ formation are not fully understood but they may be associated
with microbes; however they are not considered dangerous either to the tree itself or to
surrounding trees. This “sort of” ties in with Woodland Trust’s “infection/lenticels” theory
but it is clear that a great deal of in-depth knowledge and possible research would be
required to put all the pieces of the puzzle together, way beyond the scope of the author of
‘The Lyonshall Country Diary’. Intriguing!
The only other significant tree news this month is that G.W.I.T.C. (The Curl Brook protection
Group) have planted some more Black Poplar truncheons “where last year’s had failed”.
They have even got some from a female Black Poplar and have some new sites – all good
news for this rare and endangered species.
Why? Can anyone explain why our ‘Damson’ tree burst into blossom mid-January this year?

‘The Shropshire Damson’.
Fungi, Moss and Lichens
January is definitely catch-up time! We have another answer to a question from last year.
However, first the new fungi observations.
Three fungi, two of which we haven’t previously recorded, have been found in Lyonshall this
month:
1) The Scaly Earthball (Scleroderma verrucosum) is fairly widespread in grassland and
must on no account be confused with a Puffball. All members of the ‘Earthball’ family
are to be considered poisonous, although the degree of toxicity varies between the
different members of the Scleroderma family and between individual humans.
2) The Winter Polypore (Polyporus brumalis) grows on fallen wood from deciduous trees
late in the year (as its name suggests). Too tough to be edible.
3) The Velvet Shank (Flammulina velutipes) also grows on the dead wood of deciduous
trees and can be seen from November to February. This, however, is also known as
the “Winter Mushroom” – not because it bears any visual resemblance to an ordinary
mushroom but because it is allegedly “very tasty - with a nutty flavour”. As I’ve said
before - “Don’t take my word for it! Find a real expert !” ☺ Still, it’s nice to see.

Scaly Earthball,

Winter Polypore,

{ all © David G.}

Velvet Shank.

Another answer:
You may recall this pretty little white fungus, found on a dying Willow tree by the ‘Upper
Fishpool’ in November 2018 which at the time we couldn’t identify.

Oysterling Fungus –

Poisonous

– on decaying trees.

Our seriously-overworked fungi expert – to whom many thanks - has now got back to
us and identified it as an Oysterling (Crepidotus variabilis ) – not to be confused with the
‘Oyster Mushroom ’ shown in December [issue No. 24]. It is so tiny that you probably
wouldn’t even think of eating it but it is worth noting that it is described as “ of dubious
edibility and may even be poisonous”. It is quite common on Willow trees in England in
the damp months from August to December.
And finally - a new and extremely pretty Lichen. This is the ‘Pixie cup’ lichen (Cladonia

pyxidata). It is reportedly “widespread and fairly frequent” in Britain and commonly found on
peaty soil or near Hazel groves. I am very grateful to our contributor for this photo and I
shall look out for this little lichen, which I’ve not seen previously.

‘Pixie Cup’ © Sarah C.
Before leaving the subject of lichens entirely, here is another “first” for me. This photo of a
Grey Squirrel perched high up in an old Sycamore tree near ‘The Firs’, was taken at the very
end of this month. On closer examination we have identified what it is feeding on – ‘lichen’!

Grey Squirrel feeding

and

‘hiding’ from view.

Fauna
Mammals
Now that I know that some lichens also form part of a Grey Squirrel’s diet, along with nuts,
berries and apples, I am even more confident that squirrels will “weather the Weather” of
a Lyonshall winter; another little fact I didn’t know previously. I’ve also inadvertently
confirmed a fact about the Upper Fishpool; on more than one occasion this January a Rabbit

has splashed through the reeds and weeds right across the Fishpool – running, not
swimming, and demonstrating just how shallow with silt the ancient pool has become.
Rabbits and Brown Rats are ever-present and although no one has reported seeing a Mole
on the surface this month the photo below confirms that the moles are still active and
plentiful, judging by the damage to our local fields. In my experience they usually outwit our
Terriers (“Irish, English, Yorkshires, Jack Russell’s or even the more common ‘Bitsas’ “).

‘ Dylan’ & the moles © Isobel H.
However I am delighted to report that there is one newcomer to Lyonshall mammal sightings
– the Water Shrew. This one, though sadly already dead, was found near ‘The Curl Brook’ in
The Parish of Lyonshall. This ‘stock photo’ of a Water Shrew below is less upsetting than
Sarah Cadwallader’s detailed January photograph of the dead Water Shrew at Lyonshall - but
it is a good example of the species. Sadly they fall prey to feral Mink.

Water Shrew.

The Water Shrew (Neomys fodiens) [note its pointed snout] is a protected species and is the
largest member of the shrew family in the UK. It lives in burrows in the banks of streams,
swims well – sometimes underwater - and feeds on aquatic invertebrates (bugs) and insects.
Most unusually, it has a venomous bite “strong enough to immobilise frogs and small fish”
(c. The Wildlife Trust ). I hope to see more of them as they are a good example of
‘biodiversity’ and good management of our waterways.
Finally in this section, “Be careful what you wish for”! Last month I bemoaned the fact that
no Deer sightings had been reported for several months. This month I’m told that Fallow
Deer, Roe Deer and Muntjac are “prolific” in the Pembridge area and are damaging the new
trees by nibbling the tops out of them and rubbing their antlers against the tree bark.

dear”

(No pun intended!)

“Oh

☺ – another group of animals for whom I must moderate my

enthusiasm! Perhaps Pembridge could drive them west again into the ancient “Royal Deer
Park” at Lyonshall [first recorded in 1377 AD ] where they may have originated over 600
years ago and where they might do less damage .... No, I know it’s not that simple and that
wild deer are notoriously difficult to control – but they are beautiful, if destructive, animals.
Birds
The RSPB Big Garden Bird Watch on the last weekend in January – that, I thought, will tell me
most of what I want to know about the Lyonshall birds this month. Wrong! A gale-force wind
was blowing and almost all sensible birds hunkered down in the trees and bushes and
weren’t going to stand up and be counted. A few assorted Tits, House Sparrows (lots of),

Dunnock, Crows and Woodpigeons ventured out; most other birds waited for the storm to
pass; Lyonshall’s reports to the RSPB this year were boring.
They were also misleading because before and after that weekend there was a great variety
of garden bird activity. The Nuthatches have been busy, so have the Greater Spotted
Woodpeckers and Wrens, Robins and Chaffinches abound. There were Song Thrushes and
numerous Blackbirds and a pair of young Blackbirds were actually seen in a courtship dance
(He was keen, she wasn’t so sure!).
Outside the gardens, the Red Kite circled over the village meadows and Tawny Owls have
been heard, but not seen, again.

Red Kite © Dee @HH.
There have been several sightings of flocks of Fieldfares and Starlings and, to the east of the
parish where the cows have been turned out, Lapwings and Golden Plovers, the latter “after
a gap of a few years”.
To me, the most interesting bird sighting in January– once in the middle of the month and
again about a fortnight later - was a Heron, not seen standing in the water of the Upper
Fishpool but flying above and away from it. Had it been standing there earlier watching for
fish and pond life? If so, was it successful? I suspect not. A pair of Mallards paid a brief visit
but, like the Moorhens in December, didn’t stay to nest. How amazingly silent Herons are in
flight, neither calling nor making any sound as their great wings beat against the air!
As previously mentioned, the snow on the last day of January enabled us to take and receive
a few pictures of footprints in snow. I’m not 100% certain which birds are responsible, but
they are definitely decorative!

‘Dylan’ & Birds.

Isobel & ‘Big Bird’.

Below the ‘Feeder’ an “Avian Gavotte”!

Hopefully the Big Farm Bird Watch from February 8th to 17th will be more informative than
the Big Garden Bird Watch was and I look forward to hearing from local farmers about that.
Insects
Having said “There are no insects about” we have one exception; this is the Black-Spotted
Longhorn Beetle (Rhagium mordax), found by David Griffith in a garden log-pile in the
village. It often over-winters as an adult in decaying hardwood.

Black-spotted Longhorn

This is quite a large beetle by English standards. It looks ferocious but is entirely harmless
and in May and June can be found feeding on the nectar of Hawthorn blossom and Cow
Parsley, which somehow makes it seem much more delicate and approachable!
And searching the web for more information on the Longhorn Beetle I made another
discovery which may be of interest to those who plan well ahead:

National Insect Week, promulgated by the Royal Entomological Society, will be held
on June 22nd to 28th, 2020
Fish, reptiles, invertebrates and amphibians
No January sightings of the above although – weather permitting – it will soon be time to
look out for frogspawn.
Lyonshall Weather in January

January was a bit of a ‘rollercoaster’ month with early morning temperatures varying by up
to 13 degrees. Traditionally temperatures are taken at about 8:30am to 9am in - the shade
- throughout The UK. There was very little rain and surprisingly little snow but this is not an
unusual phenomenon in England where the North Atlantic dominates our weather system.
However it remained unpredictable and the much heralded eclipse of the “Blood, ‘Wolf’
Super Moon” [22nd Jan.] was completely obscured by clouds. It was as clear as day on the
following night – if you follow my logic. However it was “Gale Free” and the snowfall (which
was of the heavy, wet, sticky variety) thawed quickly before it could pull down branches or
uproot trees. Once again our sheltered position in our shallow valley protected us from the
worst that nature can throw at us here on our island fortress amongst storm tossed seas. ☺

The Future of the Natural World in Lyonshall
A recent Herefordshire Council document describes Lyonshall as “very rural” which delights
me! If one of the most rural counties in England thinks of Lyonshall as “very rural” we must
be doing something right. It’s our rurality that makes us distinctive. And, policy-wise,
England is getting greener with more concern for the environment and the natural world
than ever before and DeFRA wading in to support wildlife initiatives in the farming
community.
However, rurality is not without its disadvantages. Those of us sufficiently long in the tooth
to be able to live here, without the constraints of employment or family responsibilities, are
the lucky ones; younger people who need steady jobs to support mortgages may be less
fortunate and have to forego country living in the face of economic necessity. That’s sad, of
course, but there is little any of us can do about it.
And it’s not such a desperate situation as it would have been 50 or 100 years ago. We are
no longer “past it” at 50. We are living longer and healthier lives. After State Pensionable Age
many of us will live for another 20 years or more, spending most of them in a fit state
physically and mentally to play our part in the community. That role can include helping to
protect and maintain the countryside until subsequent generations have reached the point
where they, too, can retire to rural Lyonshall and keep its wild flora and fauna safe.

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at
jcvqa@btinternet.com

Lyonshall Country
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Some Pictures that did not

A Hare Brained idea!

‘Make the Cut’:

Snow of 18th Jan. ‘Wolf Moon’ 23rd Jan. Dawn over village 24th Jan. Blocked Footpath No. LZ10A. 31 Jan.

NB. Dog walkers should be aware that any trace of “Dog Poo” contaminating even one cider apple
renders the whole crop from that Orchard unusable – with the resultant loss of income to the
grower. The apples are harvested from the ground. Please be considerate to the landowner.

